
  MEDITATIONS ON THE TRUE CHRISTIAN LIFE

        ...."This book of the law [the Word of God] shall not depart from [always be in] your
mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful [take heed] to do
according to all that is written in it; for THEN you will make your way prosperous, and THEN
you will have success".... Joshua 1:8 NASB
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GOD'S WAY OF GUIDING

[Part 6 of 11]

* Everyone who walks intimately with God, enjoying secret communion and
spiritual union will receive God's revelation in their intuition and know
unmistakably what they should do. Their actions obviously will attract no
sympathy from men, for they know not what they have seen. According to worldly
wisdom, their actions are utterly meaningless. Do not spiritual believers suffer
many oppositions of this kind? Have not the worldly-wise labeled them as mad?
Even their fleshly brethren pass similar judgement on them. And the reason?
Because the old created life in worldly people and believers cannot understand the
way of the Holy Spirit. How the more "rational" believers do in fact criticize their
less rational brethren, as "blindly zealous", not realizing that these "blindly
zealous" are the truly spiritual ones, walking by the revelation they intuitively
received. 

...."Now we have not received the spirit [that belongs to] the world, but the
[Holy] Spirit Who is from God, [given to us] that we might realize and
comprehend and appreciate the gifts [of divine favor and blessing so freely and
lavishly] bestowed on us by God. And we are setting these truths forth in words
not taught by human wisdom but taught by the [Holy] Spirit, combining and
interpreting spiritual truths with spiritual language [to those who possess the
Holy Spirit]. But the natural, nonspiritual man does not accept or welcome or
admit into his heart the gifts and teachings and revelations of the Spirit of God,
for they are folly [meaningless nonsense] to him; and he is incapable of knowing
them [of progressively recognizing, understanding, and becoming better
acquainted with them] because they are spiritually discerned and estimated and
appreciated. But the spiritual man tries all things [he examines, investigates,
inquires into, questions, and discerns all things], yet is himself to be put on trial



and judged by no one [he can read the meaning of everything, but no one can
properly discern or appraise or get an insight into him]. For who has known or
understood the mind [the counsels and purposes] of the Lord so as to guide and
instruct Him and give Him knowledge? But we have the mind of Christ [the
Messiah] and do hold the thoughts [feelings and purposes] of His heart. [Isa.
40:13]".... 1 Corinthians 2:12-16 The Amplified Translation


